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Introduction

Let k be a field of arbitrary characteristic, let g be an affine Kac-Moody algebra
and let U be the Chevalley-Kostant algebra associated to g. Recall that when has
characteristic zero, U is the enveloping algebra of g. However in characteristic p,
U contains the restricted enveloping algebra together with some divided powers
(see Section 1 for a precise definition). For any weight a, denote by 1 ( À ) the simple
highest weight U-module with highest weight À.

The aim of this paper is to prove the following two theorems.

THEOREM 1. We have ch(l(-03C1)) = e-03C103A0a~0394+re 1/(l - e-a).
THEOREM 2. Assume k is a field of characteristic p. We have ch(l((p- 1)03C1)) =

For fields of characteristic 0, Theorem 1 (which has been conjectured by
V. G. Kac and D. Kazhdan [KK]) was already known. It has been proved by
M. Wakimoto [Wk], N. Wallach [Wl] (in the sl(2) case), J. M. Ku [Ku] (in
general), T. Hayashi [H] (for classical type affine Lie algebras), B. Feigin and
E. Frenkel [FF3], [F] (in general). See also related results by R. Goodman, N.
Wallach [GW] and F. Malikov [Ml].

To prove Theorem 1, we need to prove the following two inequalities.
First inequality : ch(l(-03C1))  e-03C103A003B1~0394+re 1/(1 - e-03B1).
Second inequality: ch(l(-03C1))  e-PTI EA+ 1/(1- e-03B1).
The proof of the first inequality is based on characteristic p methods. When k is

a field of characteristic p, we use the isomorphism l(-p) - l((p- 1)03C1) ~ F*l(-03C1)
(where F is the Frobenius morphism of U) and the integrability of the module
l((p-1)03C1).
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To prove the second inequality, we can restrict ourself to the case where k has
characteristic zero. Thus this inequality follows from the previously cited works.
In particular this part of the proof is not independent of these works. However note
that the second inequality follows obviously from the existence of the restricted
Wakimoto module Wp (as defined in [Wk], [FF1], [FF2]).

It turns out that Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 are actually equivalent. Our approach
provides a very simple proof of the first inequality (especially without using
Kazdhan-Kac determinant formula [KK]). It gives a new proof of the irreducibility
of the Wakimoto module with highest weight -p (see [Wk], [FF3]). Moreover we
get that the reductions in finite characteristics of the Z-form of l(-p) are sim-
ple modules. For a field of characteristic p, this proves that the Steinberg module
L((p-1)03C1) (i.e. the maximal integrable quotient of the Verma module with highest
weight (p - 1 )p) is not simple what contrasts with the modular theory of finite
dimensional Lie algebras. In a forthcoming paper [Mt4], a similar method will be
used to study the structure of the endomorphism ring of the Verma module with
highest weight -p.

1. Modular Kac-Moody algebras

(1.1) Let A = (aij)i,j~I be a generalized Cartan matrix, let (hQ, (hi)i~I, (03B1i)i~I)
be a realization of A over Q (in the sense of Kac, see [K]) and let hZ be an integral
realization of A (see [Mtl ], ch. 1). Let Q be the root lattice and set P = Let gQ
be the Kac-Moody algebra over Q associated to A. By definition, gQ is generated
by hQ, (ei)i~I, (fi)i~I and defined by some local relations and Serre relations (i.e.
it is the maximal choice).

There is a triangular decomposition gQ = nÉ Q9 hQ ~ nQ where n+ (respectively
nQ ) is the subalgebra generated by (ei)i~I (respectively by (fi)i~I). Denote by
UQ , U+Q , U0Q, UQ the enveloping algebras of gQ, n+Q, hQ and n-

Following Tits [T1], [T2] (see also [Mi]), we denote by UZ (respectively
Ui, U+Z, U0Z) the subring of U generated hy the elements e(n)i, f(n)i, (h n) (respec-
tively by f(n)i, by e(n)i, by (h n)) where i, n, h runs over I, Z+, hZ. We set gz =

g n UZ. Similarly there is a triangular decomposition gz = n+Z ~ hZ ~ nZ. 
where

n±Z = n±Q ~ U~Z.
Let W be the Wely group of gQ, and let A (respectively 0-, 0394+, 0 é) be the

set of roots (respectively of negative roots, of positive roots, of real positive roots).
For any A E P we will denote by lQ(03BB) the unique irreducible highest weight
module over Q with highest weight À, see [K].

For any simple root a = ai, denote by Ufl be subring generated by U+Z, U0Z and
the elements f(n)i, n  0. Some natural duals of the Hopf Z-algebras U±Z , U0Z and
U03B1Z are defined in [Mt1] (see Ch. 1). They are denoted respectively by Z[U±], Z[H]
and Z[P,]. Recall that Z[U±] are polynomial algebras over Z ([Mt2], see Lemma 2
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and its proof). Roughly speaking, these Hopf algebras are the Z-forms of the
space of regular functions over, respectively, the unipotent radicals Ut of the two
opposite Borel subgroups, the Cartan subgroups H and the minimal parabolic sub-
groups Pa.

(1.2) From now we denote by k a perfect field of finite characteristic p. The
tensor product of k with gZ, ni, hz, Uz, ut, U0Z, T’y Z[U±], Z[H] and Z[P03B1] will
be denoted by g, n±, h, U, U±, U°, Ua, k[U±], k[H] and k[P03B1]. For any À e P, let
l(03BB) be the unique irreducible highest weight module with highest weight À, and
let VÀ be its highest weight vector. For any dominant weight À E P, let L(À) be
the maximal integrable quotient of the Verma module with highest weight 03BB. Also
denote by VÀ its highest weight vector.

LEMMA 1.3. There is a k-linear morphism of algebras F: U ~ U uniquely
defined on the generators of U by F(e(n)i) = F(f(n)i) = F(h n) = 0 if p does not
divide n and F(e(pn)i) = e(n)i, F(f(pn)i) = ln), F((h pn)) = (h n) for any i E l,
n E Z+ and h E hZ.

Proof. We can identify V+ with the space of right invariant, left Ad(U:L)
locally nilpotent differential operators of the k-algebra k[U±] . As k[U±] has no zero
divisors and is naturally defined over F , there is a natural k-linear isomorphism
03C3± : (k[U±]])p ~ k[U±]. For any u ~ U±, we have u.(k[U±])p C (k[U±])p. Define
k-algebra morphisms Ff : V+ - Ut by the formula F±(u) = Qt o v o 03C3-1±,
where v is the restriction of u to (k [U:L ])P. Define in a similar way the morphisms
Fo, Fa of the k-algebras U°, Ua.

As we have U ~ U+ ~ Uo 0 U-, we can define a k-linear map F : U ~ U
by F = F + Q9 Fo Q9 F-. To check that F is a morphism of algebras, it suffices
to prove that F(xy) = F(x)F(y) at least when x is one of the generators of U.
There is a simple root a such that x belongs to Ua and we can assume that y = z.w
where z e U+ ~ U° and w e U-. It is clear that the restriction of F to Ua
is precisely Fa. In particular one gets F(x.z) = F(x).F(z). Using that F- is a
morphism of algebras, one gets F(a.w) = F(a).F(iu) for any a E U. So we get
F(x.y) = F(x.z.w) = F(x.z).F(w) = F(x).F(z).F(w) = F(x).F(z.w) =
F( x ).F(y). 0

(1.4) For a restricted Lie algebra a over k, denote by u(a) its restricted enveloping
algebra, see [J]. The Lie algebra g is a restricted Lie algebra. As g is the sum of
the three Lie algebras n± and h, it suffices to describe the p-structure on each of
these three Lie sub-algebras. The p-structure x ~ x[p] on n± is simply given by
the requirement that x[p] is the derivation xp on k[U±]. Over h the requirement is
h[p] = h for any h ~ h ~ Z/pZ. As U is an Hopf algebra, the natural map u(g) - U
is one-to-one.
A weight 03BB E P is called restricted if we have 0 + 03BB(hi)  p - 1 for any

i e I. However the use of the same terminology ’restricted’ for weights and for
representations is meaningless. E.g. as g-module, any U-module is restricted.
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(1.5) Let O be the category of all U-modules M which are locally nilpotent as
U+-module and such that M = ~03BB~PM03BB as U°-module, where all weight spaces
Ma are finite dimensional. There is an involution of U exchanging the generators
e(n)i and f(n)i. Thus one defines the 0 dual M# of M as the vector space ~03BB~P(M*03BB)
where the action is twisted by this involution.

For a formal expression A = 03A303BB~Pm03BBe03BB, set FA = EaEpmaepv. Thus for
any module M E O, we have F ch(M) = ch(F*M) and ch(M#) = ch(M).

(1.6) In order to give another description of the modular Kac-Moody algebras
(Proposition 1.7), we will introduce a few other notations. We will use only part
of Proposition 1.7, which is stated here for clarity and for a future reference [Mt4].
Set n’- = 03A3i~I Ad(U-) f2. When k is infinite, it is clear that n’- is the span of
Ad(V)(fi), where V is the subgroup of the adjoint group generated by the elements
exp(t.fj) (t E k, j E I). Thus it is clear that r/’ is a restricted ideal of n-.

LEMMA 1.7. Let À be a restricted weight, and let L be a nonzero quotient of L( À).
Then we have L = u(n’-).v03BB. Assume now that L is simple. Then L.is simple as
g-module and we have HO( n+, L) = k.v03BB.

Set L’ = u(n’-).v03BB and let i E I and u e u(n’-). As we have f(m)i.v03BB = 0 for
any m  p, we get

Hence L’ is a U--submodule of L. Thus we get L = L’. Assume now that L is

simple. Then L is isomorphic to its 0-dual L#. Thus by duality H°(n+, L) is one
dimensional. It follows that L is simple as g-module.

PROPOSITION 1.8. (1.7.1) The module L((p-1).03C1) is u(n-)-free with generator
v(p-1).03C1.

(1.7.2) We have n’- = n-. In particularg is generated by h, (ei)iei and (fi)i~I
as U-module.

(1.7.3) Assume that p &#x3E; - ai,j, for any i j4 j. As Lie algebra, g is generated by
(ei)iei and (fi)i~I.

Proof. Recall that ch(L(p - I)p) is given by Weyl-Kac formula [Mtl]. By
using the denominator formula, we get

where ma is the multiplicity of the root a. So we get ch(L((p - I)p) =
e(p-1).03C1 ch(u(n-)). By Lemma 1.6, the natural map O : u(n’-) --+ L((p - 1)p),
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u H u. V(p-l)p is surjective. Hence the u(n-)-module L((p - 1).p) is free and we
have n’- = n-.

Moreover it follows that U- = u(n)- ~ I, where I is the left ideal generated by
the f(n)i where i ~ I and n  p. Under hypothesis (1.7.3), we have Ad(I)(fi) = 0,
hence n- is generated as a u(n)- by the fi. It follows easily that n- is generated
by the fi, i e I. As a similar result holds for n+, assertion (1.7.3) is proved. ~

LEMMA 1.9 (Steinberg tensor product theorem). Let 03BB, 03BC, 03BD ~ P. Assume

À = Jl + p.v and y is restricted. Then we have l(À) = l(03BC) ~ F*l(03BD) and
ch(l(03BB)) = ch(l(03BC)).Fch(l(03BD)).

Proof. Let x, y be nonzero highest weight vectors of 1(p), F*l(v) and let Z be
the space of U+ invariant vectors of l(03BC) ~ F*l(v). Note that n+ acts trivially on
F*l(v). So by Lemma 1.6, we get H°(n+, l(03BC) ~ F*l(03BD)) = k.x 0 F*l(v). Hence
Z is the space of U+-invariant vectors of k.x 0 F*1(v), i.e. Z = k.x 0 y. By using
the duality in category O, we also get that l(03BC) ~ F*l(v) is generated by x 0 y as
U--module. Hence 1 (y) 0 F*l(v) is simple. As its highest weight is À, this module
is isomorphic to l(03BB). ~

LEMMA 1.10. We have ch(l(-03C1)) = ch(l((p- 1)03C1)).F ch(l(-03C1))).
Proof. Apply the previous lemma to 03BB = -03C1, 03BC, = (p - 1)p, v = -p.

Note as corollary that ch(l(-p)) is uniquely determined by ch(l((p - 1 )p) ) and
conversely. ~

2. The first inequality

For any a e 0394+re, let fa be a basis of ga. For w e W, set 039403C9 = {a E
A+lw.a E A-} and set nw = ~03B1~039403C9g-03B1. Let 8i, be a reduced
decomposition of w where 1 = 1( w). Set 03B21 = ai, /32 = Sil ai2’ ..., /31 =

si1...sil-103B1il, where 1 = L(w). Recall that we have Aw = {03B21,...,03B2l}. Set

LEMMA 2.1. (2.1.1) We have chu(nw) = 03A0(03A3).
(2.1.2) The dimension of u(nw)(p-1)(w-1.03C1-p) is exactly one, and Fw is a basis

of this vector space.
(2.1.3) For any nonzero element u E u(nw), there exists u’ E u( nw) such that

u’.u = Fw.
Proof. For a n dimensional vector space V, let SY be the quotient of SV

by the ideal generated by all the elements xp, x E V. In other words SV is the
restricted enveloping algebra of the commutative Lie algebra V endowed with
a trivial p-structure. Note that u(nw) has a natural filtration (Fs)s0 defined by
F0 = k and Fs+1 = Fs + nw.Fs for s  0. The associated graded vector space is
canonically isomorphic with Snw. The assertion on the character follows. Then an
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easy calculation shows that H°(V, SV) is one dimensional. This space is exactly
the space of elements of degree n(p - 1) in SV and it is canonically isomorphic
with (nV)~(p-1). Thus the isomorphism Fl(p-1)/Fl(p-1)-1 ~ lnw induces a
map o, : u(nw) ~ (/Blnw)Q9p-l. We have 03C3(Fw) = (f03B21  ... f(J1 )Q9(p-l). Hence Fw
is not zero (see [Mt3], proof of Lemma 6.3.2 for more details).

Note that (p-1)(w-1.03C1-03C1)- is not a weight of u(nw) (for any j, 1  j  l).
Hence Fw is n.",-invariant for the left action. Thus Fw is the only (up to scalar) left
invariant vector in u(nw). The Lie algebra nw is nilpotent and the left multiplication
by any basis element J (Ji is a nilpotent endomorphism. Hence for the left action,
u(nw) is a nilpotent n",-module and any nonzero submodule of u(nw) contains a
nonzero invariant vector. Thus for any nonzero u e u(nw), we can find u’ such that
u’.u = Fw. ~

For now on, we will denote the highest weight vector of l((p - 1)p) by v.

LEMMA 2.2. The u(nw)-module u(nw).v is free.
Proof. By an easy induction on j we prove that f(p-1)03B2j. f(p-1)03B2j-1 ... f(p-1)03B21.v is

a nonzero extremal weight vector of 1((p - 1)p). In particular we get Fw.v ~ 0.
Using Lemma 2.1.3 we deduce that the map u(nw) ~ l((p - 1)p), u H u.v is
injective. Thus u(nw).v is free. 0

A sequence w = (wn)n~Z+ of elements of W such 0394wn C 0394wn+1 is called an
end of W. For an end w of W, we set Ow = Un~Z+0394wn and nw = Un~Z+nwn.
Thus we get

LEMMA 2.3. For any end 03C9 of W, the u( nw)-module u( nw).v is free

From now on we will assume that g is affine. Write I = Io U {0} as in [K],
and let 6 be any positive imaginary root. Moreover, choose an element t E W
and h ~ h with 03B1i(h) &#x3E; 0 for any i E Io, such that t(03BC) = 03BC + J.L( h)6 for any
03BC e Q. It is clear that the sequence w = (tn )nEZ+ is an end of W. For n  0, set
0(n) = 039403C9 U 0394t-n. Roughly speaking, 039403C9 contains half of the set of positive real
roots. Indeed, we have Un~Z+0394(n) = 0394+re and tn039403C9 = 039403C9 U -Dt-n.

LEMMA 2.4. (First inequality)
(2.4.1) We have ch(l(p- 1)03C1))  e(p-1)03C103A003B1~0394+re(1- e-p.03B1)/(1- e-03B1).
(2.4.2) We have ch(l(-03C1))  e-03C103A003B1~0394+re1/(1-e-03B1).
Proof. By Lemma 2.3 we have ch(l((p-1)03C1))  e(p-1)03C103A0a~0394w(1-e-p,03B1)/(1-

e-a). Let n j 0. Recall that we have 03A303B1~0394t-n03B1 = P - tn .p. Thus we deduce
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As we have tn039403C9, = 039403C9 ~ 0394t-n, we get

Using the W-invariance of ch(l(p - 1)p), we get

By passing to the limit we finally get

Thus Assertion (2.4.1) is proved. Moreover (2.4.2) follows from (2.4.1) and
Lemma 1.9.

COROLLARY 2.5. (2.5.1) We have ch(lQ(-03C1))  e-03C103A003B1~0394+re1/(1- e-a).
(2.5.2) The restricted Wakimoto module W-p of highest weight -p (as defined

in general by Feigin and Frenkel [FF1], [FF2]) is irreducible.
Proof. Inequality (2.5.1) follows from Lemma 2.4.2 and the semicontinuity

principle. By construction W-03C1 contains l(-p) as subquotient and its character
is e-PIIaEO é 1/(1 - e-a) (see [FF1], [FF2]). Thus inequality (2.5.1) implies that
W-03C1 is simple. D

3. The second inequality

LEMMA 3.1. Let a E P. The we have ch(lQ(03BB))  ch(l(03BB)).
Proof. Set lz(A) = Uz .V,B. It is clear that lz(A) is a Uz-invariant lattice of

1Q(A). It is clear that l(A) is a quotient of k 0 lZ(a). Thus we get the inequality
(3.1). a

References concerning next lemma are given in the introduction. In particular
it follows from the construction of the restricted Wakimoto module W-03C1.
LEMMA 3.2. [Wk], [GW], [Ku], [H], [FF3].

We have Ch(iQ( -p)) 5 e-03C103A003B1~0394+re1/(1 - e-a).
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LEMMA 3.3. (Second inequality)
(3.3.1) We have ch(l(-03C1))  e-03C103A003B1~0394+re1/(1 - e-a).
(3.3.2) We have ch(l(p-1)03C1)  e(p-1)03C103A003B1~0394+re(1 - e-p.03B1)/(1 - e-03B1).
Proof. Inequality (3.3.1) follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. Inequality (3.3.2)

follows from inequality (3.3.1) and Lemma 1.8. 0

Both Theorems follow from Lemmas 2.4 and 3.3.
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